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First catch your corpus: methodological challenges in constructing a thematic corpus

Abstract
This paper describes the process by which we have constructed a corpus of heterogeneous texts about non-human animals. It aims to contribute both methodologically – in respect of the challenges of compiling a thematic corpus – and substantively – in relation to the identification of some features of discourse about animals. Having introduced the research project and its guiding questions, the article describes the principles of data selection and the procedures used in analysis. We highlight the methods we devised both to avoid the potential circularity associated with pre-determined search terms, and to overcome the limitations of a relatively small corpus containing a wide range of relevant vocabulary. We go on to report some initial findings on the most frequent animal naming terms and adjectives describing them, including a small case study of the adjectives ‘live’ and ‘dead’. The article concludes by indicating the ways in which the iterative methods we have employed are open to further extension, and points to some methodological and substantive implications of this enterprise.

* * * * *

This paper reports on methodological issues raised by constructing a corpus of heterogeneous texts that are all, in some way, about non-human animals. Although some of the issues are specific to our particular theme, we hope to contribute to the generic enterprise of corpus construction by exploring the challenges associated with building a corpus whose focus is thematic, in contrast with the better-established methods of building corpora to facilitate description of a specific linguistic variety or the discourse associated with specified genres, for example. The first section situates the construction of the corpus within the aims of the research project, and the second explains the parameters we set around potential data. In section three we summarise the iterative procedures we followed for identifying and selecting data for inclusion, before presenting some initial findings in section four. Here we provide an overview of the most frequent animal naming terms, going on to explore the adjectives in the corpus used to describe animals, followed by a small case study focusing on two of these. We conclude by drawing out the contribution of this approach to corpus construction for the analysis of discourse using corpus-assisted methods and for the enterprise of extending it to language about the non-human.

1. Background to the project: ‘People’, ‘products’, ‘pests’ and ‘pets’: the discursive representation of animals
The motivations for our project include a growing recognition (within and beyond academia) of the importance of exploring the boundaries and relationships between humans and animals. Developments of various kinds –
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biological, technological, political – as well as ‘a new sense of our precariousness as a species in the face of ecological threats and climate change’ (Rose, 2013: 4) are obliging social researchers to shift from largely exclusive concerns with the relations and interactions between people to include considerations of the other living organisms with which we share the planet. Research in this field is developing fast (e.g. journals such as Society & Animals; Anthrozoös), and includes debates among natural scientists and philosophers about the language used to talk and write about animals (for an overview see Sealey and Oakley, 2013), while applied linguists are beginning to acknowledge the posthuman (e.g. Pennycook, 2016) and discourse analysts are turning their attention to environmental issues in general (e.g. Alexander, 2009; Fill and Mühlhäusler, 2001; Harré et al., 1998), and the linguistic representation of animals in particular. Such studies are often motivated by concerns about the way animals are treated by humans (e.g. Stibbe, 2001, 2003, 2012, 2014; Dunayer, 2003; Glenn, 2004; Goatly, 2002, 2006; Kemmerer, 2006; Keulartz and van der Weele, 2008; Kheel, 1995); and analyses – often mainly of vocabulary – may highlight parallels with the representation of stigmatised social groups. Of the studies using corpus analysis to find patterns across large numbers of texts, most use a general corpus or the internet as the source of data (e.g. Gilquin and Jacobs, 2006; Gupta, 2006). Probably the most comprehensive work to date on issues such as those with which our project is concerned is Stibbe (2012), which takes a Critical Discourse Analysis approach to texts from a wide range of genres. As he observes, ‘the language used to describe animals in a Disney documentary is quite different from that of a slaughterhouse instruction manual,’ (2012: 7) and his book is divided accordingly into chapters organised around such thematic distinctions.

In deciding how to compile our own corpus, we wanted to ensure that we would be able not only to explore empirically claims found in existing commentaries, but also to identify any unanticipated trends or patterns – the ‘non-obvious meanings’ (Partington, 2008) which corpus-assisted discourse analysis can help to identify. For this reason, rather than using our intuition to predetermine sets of either animals or sub-topics (such as meat production, for example) about which to look for texts to include, we have instead taken an eclectic and inductive approach, as explained below. The overarching question guiding this strand of the project is ‘How are animals in the corpus represented by the language used?’ A more specific sub-question, which we consider towards the end of this paper, is: ‘What kinds of description are associated with different kinds of animal?’

2. The parameters of the corpus

2.1 A thematically organised corpus
Corpus type (e.g. general, learner, diachronic) is linked with analytic or applied objectives (linguistic description, pedagogy etc.), and our own project is discourse analytic (Partington et al., 2004; Conrad, 2002). Even within this kind of approach, compiling a corpus according to a shared topic or theme is not yet a well-established practice and could be considered controversial, or even ill advised (Sinclair, 2005), although there are exceptions. For example, Baker
(2006: 26) cites the topic-based corpus compiled by Johnson et al. (2003) as one example of a ‘specialized corpus’, which he suggests is ‘perhaps the most important type of corpus (in terms of discourse analysis),’ and he and his colleagues have used newspapers as their corpus data to explore the topics of refugees, asylum seekers, and immigrants (e.g. Baker et al., 2008; Gabrielatos & Baker, 2008). Of course, the labels applied to the people so designated are themselves not neutral (Pace and Severance, 2016). Likewise, determining the vocabulary that denotes the topic of ‘animals’ is not unproblematic, as we explain below. On the other hand, embodied animals are less of a discursive ‘construct’ than the social categories by which human beings are classified (see Sealey, 2014). Nevertheless, the first challenge we faced was to identify linguistic items that we were confident denote (instances of) these entities.

2.2 The boundaries of our theme: what is an animal?
Engagement with the idea of ‘animal’ as a category can challenge common sense, rather as the findings from corpus analysis may challenge assumptions about language. Despite our intuitions that we know what animals are, the classification of living beings as ‘animals’ is not unproblematic (e.g. Dupré, 2001, 2002, 2012; Ingold, 1988; Margulis, 2007). Part of our quest is to discover what people include in their own concepts of ‘animals’, and to explore both how far the casual, practical taxonomies of the non-specialist and those of ‘experts’ overlap, as well as to identify any evidence there may be for linguistic categorisations influencing people’s perceptions of, and behaviour towards, various kinds of creatures in different registers. We maintain that this focus on terms denoting the non-human has implications for corpus-assisted discourse analysis more broadly, in that the selection of search terms for any such project necessarily makes assumptions about relations between: individuals, the categories by which they are classified, and the linguistic labels for both.

Numerically, the smallest animals constitute the largest proportion of the world’s creatures: arthropods, a group that includes insects, arachnids and crustaceans, outnumber mammals by a ratio of about 312 to 1 (Basset et al., 2012), while micro-organisms are even more numerous, their diversity exceeding that of all other life-forms (Dupré, 2012: 165). Yet research into ‘folk’ categories (Atran and Medin, 2010; Berlin, 1973; Berlin et al., 1973) and the ‘semantic primes’ of natural kinds suggests that it is the more visible, larger categories of creature that people typically name when prompted to report on their awareness and experience of ‘animals’. So while we have included in our corpus texts featuring spiders, snails and insects, we took the decision to exclude from our working definition of names for ‘animals’ words that denote any type of creature that is not normally visible to the naked eye.

2.3 Which linguistic variety?
We are investigating discourse about animals in ‘contemporary British English’ (although one of the PhD students funded by the project is conducting a contrastive study between English and Romanian discourse about five specific animals, and the other a diachronic study of news discourse about three wildlife species since the mid-eighteenth century). For the main corpus we take two decades as our time-frame, from 1995 – 2015. Preliminary work has identified
differences in attitudes towards human-animal relationships between, for example, the USA and the UK, where norms - and indeed legislation - in this domain are different, and the language varies too. However, the identification of any text as being in 'British English' is somewhat problematic (c.f. critiques of the reification of languages and of 'native speakerism'), and some of the texts in which we are interested may be co-authored by several writers with varied linguistic backgrounds. So we include discourse originating wholly or mainly in the UK, insofar as its provenance can be established.

2.4 What kind of discourse?

As with many other studies of a similar kind, our potential ‘universe’ of discourse is huge and unquantifiable. We cannot hope to establish either the nature or the extent of all the texts that could potentially be included in our corpus, nor even to claim that it constitutes a representative sample of all the discourse about animals that exists in contemporary British English; (c.f. Leech, 1991: 27, on representativeness as ‘largely as an act of faith’). To some extent, our decisions about what to include must be made on pragmatic, practical or opportunistic grounds. On the other hand, in line with the emphasis in corpus analysis on procedures that are replicable (e.g. Stubbs, 1996; 1997), we present the principles guiding our decisions. Although there continues to be debate in the literature about representativeness and sampling in corpus construction, there is general agreement that there is a potential circularity in pre-selecting the terms associated with a given theme. To avoid this, ‘the design criteria … should be external to the texts, relating to the use of language in a recognized context that exists outside the realm of language analysis’ (Adolphs, 2006: 21; Sinclair, 2005).

In line with this approach, key parameters in data selection for our corpus are the orientations, interests and purposes expressed in discourse about animals from a range of genres. Again, we argue that the potential of this approach is not restricted to our topic. For example, the dominance of news as a source of corpus data about a wide range of issues in (critical) discourse analysis is understandable: not only are news texts increasingly readily available in digital form, but, as critical discourse analysts recognise, they are a powerful conveyor of dominant ideologies (e.g. van Dijk, 2013). However, if stances towards a theme are likely to vary across genres – as is the case here – then we believe it is advisable to be wary of restricting a corpus to news texts alone.

We identify in the title of our project some of the principal orientations which people may have towards animals, and our complete list, based on the literature (e.g. DeMello, 2012; Herzog, 2010; Ingold, 1988), is more extensive. Animals feature in human experience and discourse as: objects of observation, study or entertainment (in the ‘wild’, in laboratories, in zoos); companions; tools (for transport and/or work); commodities (for meat, other edible products, fur and clothes), competitors (with each other and with humans, in sport, as quarry in hunting, racing, fighting) and ‘out of place’ (‘pests’ / ‘vermin’). These are not mutually exclusive categories: creatures hunted for sport, such as ‘game’ birds or fish, may then be eaten; ‘pests’ or ‘vermin’ may be executed clinically (e.g. by fumigation) or hunted down in sporting rituals (e.g. foxes). Likewise, there are often no neat divisions between kinds of animal and orientations towards them: a dog may be treated as a pet and also used for guarding the home or acting as a
blind person’s ‘sight’; a sign outside a farm, observed by a colleague, read ‘Rabbits for sale: pet or meat’; Herzog (2010) recounts the attentive care afforded laboratory rats and mice, in contrast to the casual way in which those that escape and become ‘pests’ are dispatched.

Part of our strategy, then, is to include a range of ‘interests’ in our data, in the sense of the beliefs, attitudes and values of those producing the discourse, given that people with differing views about our topic are obviously likely to represent the creatures they talk and write about in different ways – one person’s ‘laboratory experiment on a specimen’ is another person’s ‘torture of a sentient being’. We include a wide range of potential stances towards our topic, since part of our goal is to discover more subtle contrasts in the ways animals are represented than the obvious, semantically loaded ones such as these, given that even apparently ‘neutral’ discourse is saturated with evaluative stance (Hunston, 2007, 2010; Martin and White, 2005; Stubbs, 2001).

We have also included texts from a range of registers and genres (or ‘discourse types’, c.f. Partington 2010). Like ‘orientations’, ‘discourse genres’ don’t present themselves unproblematically in unambiguous categories, and they cut across our other parameters (as these also cut across each other). We have included texts with various functions (acknowledging that any text may perform more than one). At the most general level are the functions of ‘inform’, ‘instruct’, ‘persuade’ and ‘entertain’. To deal with the last one first, the representation of fictional animals in literature is a rich and interesting area of study, and could be explored in an extension of our project. However, since our focus is on actual creatures that exist independently of our discourse, and the representation of experiences of, perceptions of, and beliefs about real animals, one of our boundaries excludes fiction from this corpus. Other kinds of ‘entertainment’ genres include media broadcasts about animals, which also serve to educate or inform. The dissemination of research findings in academic journals is primarily informative, and press reports about animals are meant to inform too, but they may simultaneously take persuasive positions (for example on an issue such as badger culling). Commercial texts such as advertisements for animal products are inherently persuasive, though they may be instructive also, as well as being legally obliged to contain factual information, while the purpose of texts produced in support of campaigns is persuasive by definition. We have included examples of all of these in our corpus, recognising that these kinds of purposes are realised by different text types in different modalities. We acknowledge that this spreads coverage of each type relatively thinly, but believe that, for a topic which is under-researched, this potential disadvantage is outweighed by the opportunities offered for discovering patterns in different kinds of discourse that would not be found in a corpus of one genre alone, such as news, for example.

2.5 Where is discourse about our topic to be found?

In this section we explain how we dealt with the ‘corpus-theoretical paradox’ (Aarts and Bauer, 2008) which faces anyone compiling a corpus that involves selecting search terms in order to identify relevant texts. In our case the challenge is particularly daunting, because of the huge number of terms that can denote an ‘animal’. Yet it is also worth noting that few topics investigated by
discourse analysts present themselves with objective, concise lists of relevant terms. Mautner (2015: 157) claims that ‘phenomena with varying and unpredictable lexical realizations’ are much less suitable for corpus analysis than studies that ‘crystallize … around discrete lexical items’, and she illustrates the latter with findings about the patterning of the single words unemployed and hardworking in a corpus of news texts. However, the selection of even items such as these rests on prior knowledge about which words are likely to shed light on the topic of interest. Our approach to search term selection accords with that advocated by Biber (1993: 243), where ‘[t]he actual construction of a corpus … proceed[s] in cycles: the original design based on theoretical and pilot-study analyses, followed by collection of texts, followed by further empirical investigations of linguistic variation and revision of the design.’

If discourse about a topic is known to feature in identifiable types of source, then those sources are useful in the initial phase of collecting texts for the corpus. In our case, television programmes about the lives of animals are one obvious source. Along with these we have access to an extant corpus of texts about organic and non-organic food (Cook, 2007), from which we have extracted the texts relating to animal products. A further source of this kind is organisations promoting particular positions in relation to animals, such as charities and campaign groups. We have aimed to use text-external criteria to guide the selection: sites listing UK-based animal pressure groups were consulted to identify the more influential ones, and publicly available texts from the websites of these organisations are included in the corpus. Legislation that is explicitly about animals is similarly identifiable in a fairly direct way, and was selected using Lexis Nexis. These kinds of texts constitute one section of our data.

A second source of data is elicited from people who are asked to reflect on their responses to our topic. We have been given access to two data-sets collected by a sociologist who studies the role of animals in people’s lives. One is 103 written responses to a ‘directive’ in 2009 on ‘Animals and humans’ by the Mass Observation Project. (For more detailed information, see Sealey and Charles, 2013.) The other comprises transcripts of interviews by Charles with guardians/keepers of companion animals. In other, qualitative strands of our project, we have conducted 17 metadiscursive interviews with producers of texts such as those included in the first type of data outlined above, as well as 9 pairs of reflective focus-group sessions with readers and viewers from a range of backgrounds and with varying kinds of interests in our topic. The aim here is to complement the corpus analysis (what is said/written) with evidence from producers and audiences for such texts, thus attending to the ‘triangle of communication’ (Cook, 2004). Transcripts of this elicited data are included in our corpus.

The third types of texts for our corpus are less readily identified. Facing similar challenges to ours, Gilquin and Jacobs (2006) used the BNC as data, and various Internet sources2 as a basis for their list of search terms comprising 914 words

2 http://dir.yahoo.com/Science/Biology/Zoology/Animals__Insects__and_Pets/Complete_List_of_Animals_by_Name/Complete_
for animals, including: ‘(a) general and common nouns (e.g. *bird*, *cat*, *dog*, *horse*); (b) nouns for males, females, and offspring (e.g. *calf*, *mare*, *stag*); (c) some specialized nouns (e.g. *drosophila*, *ostracod*, *whydah*); and (d) the main breeds of cats, dogs, and horses (e.g. *angora*, *collie*, *shire*).’ These authors have been kind enough to share the resulting list with us, and we have incorporated it into the process by which we have filtered the search terms used to identify candidate texts for inclusion in the corpus, as explained below.

[Insert Table 1 about here]

### 3. Piloting and selecting

To summarise, we have explained the challenges we face in identifying appropriate data for our corpus of ‘discourse about animals’, along with the principles we have adopted to meet them. We have set parameters around: linguistic variety, time period, genres, stance and interests of text authors, and categories of animals, including the ways in which people are likely to interact with them, and we have been able to take advantage of previous studies (Cook et al., 2003; Cook, 2007), some student projects about this theme, the support of co-operative colleagues and organisations, and pilot analyses of sub-sets of the data already collected (Sealey and Charles, 2013; Sealey and Oakley, 2013, 2014).

For incorporation into the corpus, each text was processed so that all the data is consistent in layout and searchable in identical ways using corpus tools. Pdfs were converted into plain text files using *AntFileConverter* (Anthony, 2015a). Tags for headings, paragraph breaks etc. are used consistently with simple XML markup, and each text has been given a unique identifier. Core attributes are recorded both in a metadata spreadsheet and in-text headers, for maximum flexibility with different corpus tools.

### 3.1 The composition of the initial corpus and 'Master List' of potential search terms

The second cycle of this approach to corpus construction uses the existing mini-corpus (in this case around a quarter of a million words) to generate a list of search terms to use with more general discourse types. That is, from this corpus of texts that are self-evidently and/or elicited to be about our topic, we used *AntConc* (Anthony, 2014) to derive a complete word list, manually identifying words within it that denote animals, which generated a list of 419 items. This was a labour-intensive process, necessitating not only the identification of words denoting animals but also the checking of unfamiliar terms (using the *Encyclopedia of Life* in the first instance, or a Google search if no hits were returned, often due to mis- or alternative spellings). In addition to variant spellings, other anomalies and inconsistencies had to be resolved (e.g. automated
searches for ‘pig’ will by default not distinguish hits on ‘guinea pig’; ‘humpback whales’ are referred to variously as ‘humpback’ and ‘humpbacks’ in the plural).

The eventual composite list of candidate ‘words for animals’ we refer to as our ‘Master List’, which was subject to continuing modification in light of the iterative processes outlined here. We went on to compare the words identified by the processes described above with the 914 terms used by Gilquin and Jacobs in their 2006 study (see Section 2.5); we included many of these terms in our Master List, but excluded those that denote organisms not visible to the naked eye.

### 3.2 Using and refining the Master List

Refinement and consolidation of this Master List was a rather paradoxical process: the list was extended ‘vertically’ as new terms occurred in texts that we added to our collection, and at the same time the list of items to explore in depth was shortened, as we paid attention to the ‘horizontal’ dimension – that is, whether items occur across all or most genres and text types. Therefore, we calculated which terms to focus on in detail by identifying within each sub-corpora:

- where in a ranked list each naming term for an animal occurs, when all the types in any given text are ranked by frequency
- the normalised frequency of each term: each naming term for an animal that occurs in one of these sub-corpora is ranked for its frequency per 1000 words, to take account of the varying sizes of the sub-corpora
- the percentile rank in the frequency list in each case (i.e. the ranking of a term within a wordlist converted into a percentage).[^4]

As we added to the range of material from texts that are self-evidently about our topic, it became more apparent which animals are named most consistently across different genres of discourse (see Section 4.1)

### 3.3 Using the Master List to identify new texts

Once complete, the Master List comprised a set of terms that could be used for identifying texts whose topic is animals, but which originate from general sources that are potentially about a wide range of subjects. For example, we received access to a corpus of 10,000 articles sampled from 50 academic journals (mainly scientific) published by Elsevier in the period 2001–2010. Some, but by no means all, feature animals, so we used the words denoting animals from the initial Master List to generate a single string (…pigeon OR sheep OR puppy OR squirrel OR bear OR hamster OR pony OR collie OR insect OR cow OR budgie OR frog OR hen …), identifying 2000+ articles as potentially relevant. The titles and abstracts suggested by this process were then manually checked, and false hits eliminated.

[^4]: To explain this further: to identify which terms occur more or less frequently across the different genres we have collected, simple ranking comparisons are inadequate. For example, a corpus containing 1000 types and one containing 100 types may each contain a particular term that is ranked in fiftieth position in their respective frequency lists. However, being ranked at 50 out of 1000 (and thus in the highest 5% of words used) represents a different significance of the term within the corpus than being ranked fiftieth out of 100 (and thus in only the highest 50% of words used). Therefore, the ranking of each term has been converted into a percentile figure using this formula in Excel: ‘((Types - Ranking) / Type)*100’.
The most heterogeneous data source on which we drew was newspapers. Readers may wish to consider how far the challenges we encountered in identifying the relevance of texts returned by our search terms are specific to our topic. One of these challenges is the return of texts including only metaphorical uses of a search term. There is a rich seam of animal-related idioms and metaphors running throughout the language, and dozens of variations of the **HUMAN IS ANIMAL** metaphor (see Goatly 2006), so we needed to process returns of references to ‘moles’ denoting ‘insiders who spy’, for example, of ‘lamb’ that turned out to be in the phrase ‘mutton dressed as lamb’, and multiple instances of the idiom ‘dog eat dog’. While metaphor is a significant issue for computational management of linguistic data generally (e.g. Association for Computational Linguistics, 2013), the extent of the porosity in the boundaries between discourse about humans and other animals is likely to be a more substantive finding from our research (e.g. Sealey, 2016). This is evident not only in metaphorical uses of animal naming terms, but also in the range of proper nouns that are identical to words for animals (e.g. individuals and organisations such as ‘Peter Bird’, ‘Fox News’, ‘Badgers Healthcare Providers’), while we also encountered organisations named the ‘Foxhounds’ or ‘Hounds’, where the term was used to denote both hunters and dogs.

In light of this, we could have restricted our search within newspapers to events in which animals are central to a story (such as the horse-meat ‘scandal’ or the badger cull), selecting perhaps only texts with multiple mentions of specific animal naming terms. However, this approach would overlook the more incidental ways in which animals are referred to in news texts, which is contrary to the principle of corpus construction that we have established, of not presupposing what is likely to be present in the discourse. Given that our topic involves so many potential search terms, we could not automate the elimination of ‘noise’ in the way some other researchers have done (Kantner et al., 2011). Therefore, we devised our own procedures to identify a wider range of news discourse about animals while eliminating irrelevant texts.

Ten newspapers were selected with reference to a list of those with high circulation,5 compiled from the ABC and reflecting the most up-to-date reports on circulation figures; they are: *The Sun, Daily Mail, Daily Mirror, Daily Telegraph, Daily Express, Daily Star, The Times, The Guardian, The Independent, Evening Standard*. For each year in our time-span, six evenly spaced months were chosen, and four numbers were randomly generated for each month of these years. All articles for the first of the randomly generated dates for each newspaper were identified. If this date fell on a day with no articles published, the second of the four randomly generated numbers was selected, and, if that was not suitable, the third was used, and so on. The returned articles were searched using the string of terms in the Master List, and all the articles that were returned were downloaded. A second random number was generated to select a single article from each of the days. If the article was irrelevant – either because its reference to animals was metaphorical, or because there was only a single, passing

---

reference to an animal – another randomly generated number was used until a relevant hit was obtained and these articles were saved - a time-consuming process. This procedure resulted in a news sub-corpus comprising 1023 texts (466340 words).

4. Initial findings
The initial findings presented in this section are of substantive interest for our research into contemporary British English discourse about animals. But they are also of methodological interest, in that they illustrate the results of corpus construction guided by the iterative, largely inductive (and partially opportunistic) approach described above, as opposed to one based on the a priori selection of a unitary data source or search terms based only on intuition.

4.1 Most frequent naming terms
Our Master List has, as indicated above, foregrounded the most frequent words for animals found across a wide range of genres. The total number of animal terms stands at approximately 2600, distributed across sub-corpora as indicated in Table 2. Table 3 lists the 20 items that occur across at least nine of the sub-corpora, with the percentile rankings for each.

[Insert Table 2 and Table 3 about here]

The animals that are referred to consistently frequently in this heterogeneous corpus, as identified in this list, may be grouped by various properties. Two of the naming terms are superordinates (fish, bird(s)). While all the others are naming terms for mammals, it is noticeable that mammal(s) is much less frequent, consistent with the notion that it acts as the default, implicit superordinate; moreover, the naming terms for mammals denote those that feature prominently in human experience. That is, the terms are for ‘domestic’ animals, although this is itself a fairly imprecise term, and one that derives from human priorities and practices: a ‘domestic’ animal is defined by the Cambridge Dictionary as one ‘that is not wild and is kept as a pet’ (which includes dog(s) and cats), ‘or to produce food’ (pig(s), cow(s), cattle, sheep). Apart from fox, the other three species named could potentially be food, but there are cultural connotations (stigma, taboo or snobbery) to the consumption of the flesh of these animals that do not apply to the others. Moreover, rabbits are an archetypal mixed category (‘pest’, ‘pet’, ‘food’), while horses are used for labour and sport. In this sense, fox is anomalous, in that it names a species about which our corpus suggests there is social concern, but of a different sort from the other most commonly named kinds of animals.

4.2 Animals described: illustrative examples
Readers will no doubt have realised that with so many search terms relevant to our theme, and such a relatively small corpus, the available data for identifying patterns around any particular animal naming term is limited. We conclude this section with a description of how we facilitated analysis by tagging all the animal naming terms, to two levels of delicacy. Each occurrence of an animal naming term from the Master List was tagged with a symbol (¬). In addition, a further code was devised according to common, ‘folk’ categories for classes of animals:
'amphibian', 'bird', 'fish', 'insect' (in which we include arachnids, for pragmatic reasons), 'mammal', 'mollusc' ( gastropods and cephalopods) and 'reptile'. Because the word 'worm(s)' appears frequently in the corpus, denoting creatures of various types, it was assigned a separate code. Three other categories were also used: 'ambiguous' was assigned to terms that are used for two or more animals of different types (often scientific terms such as 'Japonicus' and 'Obesus'); the 'other' category includes animals that could not be assigned to the other categories, such as crustaceans. It was at this stage that, despite not having used words for animal products as search terms, we recognised the usefulness of tagging the category of 'products', for words denoting animal-derived substances, such as meat, eggs and sperm. An R script was used to cross-reference the Master List with each file in the corpus, inserting the class code before the animal term, and the symbol ‘¬’ following each animal naming term.

These operations allow us to identify the frequency of co-occurrences of specific words with all animal terms, with specific classes of animal, or with specific animals. For example, we analysed the frequency of adjectives to the immediate left of the tagged animal naming terms by searching a POS tagged corpus for the animal symbol and any preceding adjectives. In order to ensure that the frequency of occurrences of a particular adjective and the animal symbol was comparable across the variably sized sub-corpora, log-dice values were calculated, following Rychlý (2008). First, an aggregate of the frequency of the specific adjective and the frequency of the animal symbol within one sub-corpus was divided by the frequency of co-occurrences of the two terms (within the same sub-corpus), multiplied by 2. A log-dice value was then generated by adding 14 to the binary logarithm (log2) of the result. An average log-value for each adjective was then calculated to derive a single log-value for the particular adjective within one sub-corpus, and across all sub-corpora. Using this method, we were able to identify the most frequently occurring adjectives preceding an animal naming term for each sub-corpus, and for the corpus as a whole.

As an illustration of our approach to the analysis of our corpus, we outline in this section the inductive approach with which we are addressing the sub-question, 'what kinds of description are associated with different kinds of animal?'. Using the process described above, we generated a list of the adjectives (as classified by TagAnt, Anthony 2015b) that collocate with an animal naming term; we report here on those occurring most frequently in attributive position immediately before the noun (i.e. in L1 position with the animal-name-tag as node)⁶. There are some false hits when the animal term is itself a modifier of a subsequent noun (e.g. one of the occurrences of the frequent phrase 'good dog' is in the string 'good dog shampoo'); nevertheless, the process does allow us to identify some general trends.

Among the most frequent adjectives used to modify animal naming terms in our corpus are several that also feature highly in a general corpus such as the BNC⁷. In the list in Leech et al. (2001) of the top 50 adjectives in the BNC, other is

---

⁶ Because the journal sub-corpus is much larger and more specialised than the other sub-corpora, we have excluded it from this analysis.

⁷ The comparison is not exact of course as we are focusing on attributive adjectives for animal nouns only.
ranked highest, and in our list it is second; new is in third position in both lists, and old is fourth in both; young is 6th in our list and 14th in the BNC list; black is 7th / 40th; small 10th / 7th; little 18th / 21st; different 19th / 8th; white 21st / 48th; large 24th / 9th; British 28th / 16th; big 30th / 20th; local 31st / 10th; only 43rd / 37th; certain is ranked 45th in both lists; whole is 49th / 47th. Adjectives that rank high in our list but not in the BNC list include: wild, in top position, and pet in 5th.

There are also colour terms for describing animals that are not high in the BNC’s more general list: red (17th) grey (25th) blue (44th).

Other researchers from various disciplines (see citations above) have identified anthropocentric attitudes as a prevalent feature of contemporary treatment of animals. We could gloss this as the assumption of the centrality of human beings’ concerns, perceptions and values. For the discourse analyst, the notion of ‘stance’ is useful in this context. Analysts using a range of approaches have demonstrated how both affective and epistemic stance are integral to the expression of propositions, while cognitive linguists (e.g. Langacker, 1991) draw attention to the influence of our biological, cognitive endowment on the ways in which we construe our experience through language. Langacker also notes ‘linguistic evidence [for] the greater intrinsic prominence of entities that are ... human vs. non-human’ (1993: 449).

Analysis of stance in discourse typically focuses on items such as stance adverbs and modal expressions, while the adjectives receiving attention tend to be semantically evaluative (e.g. possible, amazing, easy, Hunston, 2007 citing Charles, 2004). However, even common English adjectives such as big, small, little and large, as well as colour terms, denote a property of some entity as it is perceived in relation either to an observer or to some other entity. The fact that the observer, and/or the evaluator of relative size, is almost invariably human almost – but not quite – goes without saying. Our species’ biological endowment leads us to prioritise in language the characteristics that we perceive most readily, whereas the perceptive capacities of many other species are very different, and some would probably be impossible to encode in human language. In identifying the adjectives in our own corpus that most frequently modify animal naming terms, we are reminded of this observation by Leech et al. (2001: 287) about the relative frequencies in the BNC of adjectives for regions and nations:

This list makes the obvious, if unpalatable, point that a British corpus reflects the assumption that Britain stands at the centre of the known universe and that the importance of a region or nation diminishes roughly in proportion to its ‘remoteness’ from Britain.

Analogously, we might suggest that our list of adjectives frequently used to describe animals – like the list of the most frequent naming terms – reflects the assumption that what is important about them is defined by human concerns. In addition to descriptive adjectives that point to the properties of animals perceived visually by humans, two other relatively frequent modifiers of animal naming terms in our corpus are live and dead, at 9th and 12th positions respectively. These are both much higher than in the BNC list, where dead is ranked 99th and live 454th, suggesting that these qualities are particularly salient.
in discourse about animals. The choice of ‘live’ as an attributive adjective to describe an organic entity is a marked one. Non-organic entities such as ‘broadcast’ or ‘performance’, for example, may be classified as ‘live’ as opposed to ‘pre-recorded’, but human beings are implicitly presumed to be ‘live’, a quality which is thus not usually worthy of mention. Not so with non-human animals. We therefore conclude this indicative analysis of one aspect of our corpus with a closer exploration of these adjectives in context.

4.3 A small case study: ‘live’ and ‘dead’ animals
The absolute frequency of \{dead + [animal naming term]\} is greater than that of \{live + [animal naming term]\}, but the former ranks higher when the different sizes of sub-corpora are accounted for. The two strings are not evenly distributed among our sub-corpora, with these descriptions of animals predominating in campaigning literature and newspapers.

Live premodifies 28 different animal naming terms (24 if plurals are not counted separately), and dead 59 (48). There is some overlap: terms (singular or plural) which are premodified by both adjectives include: animal, badger, bird, cow, fish, fox, rabbit, shark, sheep, and whale. Among animals described in our corpus as ‘live’ but not ‘dead’ are: chicks, cockerels, lambs, and pigeon(s), while among those premodified by ‘dead’ but not by ‘live’ are: beetles, buzzards, crows, mice, salmon and turkeys. The fact that speakers and writers draw attention to the live/dead status of animals points to ways they are experienced, perceived and valued in human society. This is illustrated by examples of concordance lines, which are grouped thematically below.

We classify one such theme as broadly ‘ecological’, including accounts in broadcast documentaries of how a dead animal represents food for others, while the fact that an animal may fall prey to another before dying naturally is also commented on:

In all these examples, despite the fact that the topic is behaviour among non-human animals, a human-like stance is inevitable. There is an anthropomorphic flavour to ‘drawn a crowd’, ‘great bonanza’, ‘quite prepared’, ‘purpose built’, and

---

8 Though note that plurals of animal naming terms are not always marked (e.g. sheep, fish) and some function as mass nouns – e.g. lamb (see discussion in Sealey & Charles 2013)
'hoovering up'. Although 'scavenger' may be intended as a neutral description (one that feeds on decaying matter), the connotations with behaviour that humans find disgusting are unavoidable.

A sub-set of this 'ecological' theme is where dead animals are potentially an indication of a problem – especially for humans. Most of these examples represent human health concerns, e.g.:

- Health authorities ordered every villager to be vaccinated as soon as the **dead** birds sparked the alert
- Fears that bird flu is heading to Britain increased yesterday as dozens of **dead** turkeys were found on a farm
- Oxygen levels in the Thames were reduced to virtually nil along a stretch from Kew, Brentford and Isleworth, with **dead** bream and roach piled up on the banks and floating belly up in the water
- Urgent analysis of the **dead** birds is being carried out by scientists from British Nuclear Fuels
- Since the alert began at the weekend - when 63 **dead** swans and wild fowl were found on marshes near the village -, 100 domestic birds have been culled

In addition, some dead animals are commented on in ways that reveal social norms, e.g.:

- **Dead** cat dumped on doorstep A HORRIFIED couple found a kitten's severed HEAD on their doorstep
- It is suspected some of the terriers and bulldogs were being used in illegal fighting and badger-baiting. Cats and **dead** rats were found in some of the outbuildings, suggesting owners were attempting to blood young terrier pups
- Providing alternative food, such as **dead** mice, rats or chicks, stopped harriers taking any grouse

These examples illustrate how proscriptions against certain kinds of human behaviour towards animals sit alongside the acceptance of others, such as the assumption that grouse should be preserved from birds of prey so as to be available for humans to shoot and kill.

Another major theme concerns humans as consumers of animals, and the 'pivotal transitional stage' when 'livestock become deadstock' (Wilkie, 2010: 16). Wilkie explores in detail how farmed animals are differentially valued when traded before and after being killed, while the discursive representation of animals as 'stock' has been noted by Stibbe (2006: 66), who examines the way salmon are routinely represented 'in economic terms ... as a commodity ... equated with grain and timber'. Examples of this theme in our corpus include:

- It's like the word, the way we use 'beef' to describe **dead** cow and it's the way we use 'pork' to describe pig meat and stuff like that paying for leather and sheepskin adds substantially to the slaughterhouse value of the **dead** animal and financially supports the meat industry
- Some prices for **live** lambs being sold at markets are the best for nearly three years

---

**Table of Examples**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Health authorities ordered every villager to be vaccinated as soon as</td>
<td>Newspaper (The Sun)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the <strong>dead</strong> birds sparked the alert</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fears that bird flu is heading to Britain increased yesterday as</td>
<td>Newspaper (The Daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dozens of <strong>dead</strong> turkeys were found on a farm</td>
<td>Mirror)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen levels in the Thames were reduced to virtually nil along a</td>
<td>Newspaper (The Guardian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stretch from Kew, Brentford and Isleworth, with <strong>dead</strong> bream and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roach piled up on the banks and floating belly up in the water</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urgent analysis of the <strong>dead</strong> birds is being carried out by</td>
<td>Newspaper (The</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scientists from British Nuclear Fuels</td>
<td>Independent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Since the alert began at the weekend - when 63 <strong>dead</strong> swans and</td>
<td>Newspaper (The Sun)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wild fowl were found on marshes near the village -, 100 domestic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>birds have been culled</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dead</strong> cat dumped on doorstep A HORRIFIED couple found a kitten's</td>
<td>Newspaper (The Sun)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>severed HEAD on their doorstep</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is suspected some of the terriers and bulldogs were being used in</td>
<td>Newspaper (The Daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>illegal fighting and badger-baiting. Cats and <strong>dead</strong> rats were</td>
<td>Mirror)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>found in some of the outbuildings, suggesting owners were attempting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to blood young terrier pups</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing alternative food, such as <strong>dead</strong> mice, rats or chicks,</td>
<td>Newspaper (The Daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stopped harriers taking any grouse</td>
<td>Express)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It's like the word, the way we use 'beef' to describe <strong>dead</strong> cow and</td>
<td>Focus Group (18-23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>it's the way we use 'pork' to describe pig meat and stuff like that</td>
<td>year olds)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paying for leather and sheepskin adds substantially to the</td>
<td>Campaign (Animal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slaughterhouse value of the <strong>dead</strong> animal and financially supports</td>
<td>Equality)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the meat industry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some prices for <strong>live</strong> lambs being sold at markets are the best for</td>
<td>Newspaper (The Guardian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nearly three years</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
And finally in this section, we note how 'live' serves to emphasise the objections of some speakers and writers to ways of treating animals that are accepted by others.

It's a live dog, it's just sitting there waiting for the thing to come down on its head and I don't know where the image was taken but just in a part of the world where the animal is just no value at all.

If you wouldn't visit an animal circus, then you shouldn't visit a live reindeer parade.

A live bird is placed in one compartment of the trap, to act as a decoy for other birds.

Support Kent Action Against Live Exports (KAALE) by attending their demos at Dover Port when live animal exports take place.

Shooting of free-running badgers has never been carried out before and is likely to be extremely difficult for the marksmen involved, especially at night, resulting in injured live badgers.

We cited above the point made by Mautner about the fit between corpus-assisted discourse analysis and ‘discrete lexical items’ (2015: 157). In the case of our topic – and perhaps similarly under-researched topics – it is the iterative approach to corpus construction and analysis described above that has helped us to recognise how, in context, the apparently factual descriptors, live and dead, play a role in the discursive representation of human orientations – practical, epistemic, attitudinal – towards animals.

5. Conclusion

Our specialised corpus, compiled around the theme of animals, has some limitations. Its relatively small size and heterogeneity preclude certain kinds of analysis. We have mitigated this to some extent by tagging the extensive set of naming terms to facilitate searching for patterns that would not otherwise have been apparent. We are also able to compare findings from this corpus with reference corpora, a process that reveals, among other things, bidirectional influences of the metaphorical uses of animal terms. That is, as with the term 'scavenger' discussed above, socio-cultural norms are implicit in descriptions both of animals in human terms and vice versa. The iterative process of data selection, processing and analysis continues. In light of the findings about the most frequently mentioned animals across the genres in the corpus, we can select search terms to collect additional, animal-specific corpora, with the benefit of indicators derived from our corpus of genuine 'hits' as opposed to 'noise'. The elicited, metadiscursive interviews and focus groups indicate intuitions and expectations which can be further investigated from within our corpus, and, in light of patterns revealed there we can again consult larger reference corpora for confirmatory or conflicting evidence.

The aim of this article has been to set out the considerations underlying the procedures we have used to compile a thematic corpus, including specifically the steps we have taken to avoid the potential circularity in such an enterprise. We hope these will be relevant to other researchers working with corpus-assisted discourse analysis. While some very particular challenges about categories, classification and taxonomies are raised by our theme, we suggest that these
aspects should always be questioned by researchers using corpus-assisted methods to explore the discourse associated with social issues.

Meanwhile, increasing attention is being paid to the specific theme of our corpus, and to ‘the influence of language on the life-sustaining relationships of humans with each other, with other organisms and with the natural environment’ (Ecolinguistics Association, n.d.). We think that this theme invites some far-reaching debates about our interconnected world, and hope that our analysis of this corpus has a contribution to make.
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## Tables and Figures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Corpus</th>
<th>No of Files</th>
<th>No. of Types</th>
<th>No. of Tokens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Broadcasts</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>19835</td>
<td>614378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campaign literature</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>16488</td>
<td>306680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legislation</td>
<td>843</td>
<td>10201</td>
<td>627127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food websites</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>7503</td>
<td>87118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journals</td>
<td>1609</td>
<td>93567</td>
<td>5698531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News</td>
<td>1023</td>
<td>28777</td>
<td>466340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributions to the Mass Observation Project</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>9931</td>
<td>174938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus groups</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>8277</td>
<td>229059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviews with text producers</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8068</td>
<td>157664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviews with guardians/keepers of dogs</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>8698</td>
<td>309719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>4444</strong></td>
<td><strong>211345</strong></td>
<td><strong>8671554</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The composition of the corpus
The figures in the column 'No. of Terms' show the number of items added as the threshold number of sub-corpora in which items appear is reduced. The other figure in this column is the cumulative total. I.e., when the threshold is reduced from 10 to 9, for example, 39 new items are included, in addition to the 36 already listed.

The 421 animal terms in the ‘0’ row are those that appeared in Gilquin and Jacobs’ list of 914 animal terms, but which did not appear in any of our sub-corpora.

Table 2. The distribution of terms for animals occurring across the 10 sub-corpora

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Sub-Corpora</th>
<th>No. of Terms</th>
<th>Cumulative Total No. of Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>1038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1167</td>
<td>2205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>2626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Broadcasts</td>
<td>Campaign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fish</td>
<td>99.35</td>
<td>98.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>birds</td>
<td>98.89</td>
<td>99.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dogs</td>
<td>94.75</td>
<td>99.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pigs</td>
<td>94.72</td>
<td>96.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sheep</td>
<td>97.28</td>
<td>97.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bird</td>
<td>97.46</td>
<td>99.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pig</td>
<td>97.24</td>
<td>92.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dog</td>
<td>90.81</td>
<td>99.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cows</td>
<td>94.22</td>
<td>97.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>horses</td>
<td>87.15</td>
<td>99.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cattle</td>
<td>87.30</td>
<td>96.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>horse</td>
<td>88.09</td>
<td>99.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cats</td>
<td>94.35</td>
<td>99.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chicken</td>
<td>80.94</td>
<td>95.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fox</td>
<td>90.80</td>
<td>99.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rabbit</td>
<td>75.88</td>
<td>97.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cat</td>
<td>91.96</td>
<td>99.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deer</td>
<td>96.27</td>
<td>98.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cow</td>
<td>96.87</td>
<td>92.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rabbits</td>
<td>73.96</td>
<td>97.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. The 20 most frequent animal naming terms by percentile rank (i.e. the ranking of a term within a wordlist converted into a percentage) in each sub-corpus and in the corpus as a whole.
Figure 1. Sources of the adjectives *live* and *dead* immediately preceding animal naming terms by percentage from each of the sub-corpora (excluding the journal sub-corpus)